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Cluster topics describe more bondage in the bloodline than you would 
like to consider relivent. Here we step into the hidden spirit-world 
governence of the soul, or the systems of the world that knowingly 
breaches the soul, but many deny nor consider important to life 
struggles. We will say at some level managment systems are 
unknowingly applying programming systems to the human soul due to 
their lack of spiritual wisdom. 

This applied to Karyn when she worked for an International Retail 
Chain & their inhouse training programme. {More on that inside our 
event} That lead to an interest in self development. These can also be 
found within educational, training institutions & University systems as 
well.  
  
The topics we address today are key triggers or targets or things that 
govern our every day life. Completley hidden in plain sight. Once you 
know what you are being veiled or coerced into you will see a greater 
decreas in patterns & cycles repeating across the bloodline, because of 
your wisdom in decision making of what you are engaging in spiritual 
speaking. 

Many topics can seem to be completly seemless by nature, because 
they are introduced into society through the passing of laws. Or 
through the people that mandate the system, that gives way to 
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interpretation from inside the realms before it is past into physical law. 
{Trading Room 6 we go deep into Councils & Boardrooms in the 
spirit-world} .

This simply means how people in positions of decision making 
manipulate the systems for personal gain, many based on their 
ideology, religion or occult practices. Know more about those that we 
vote into power or manage us than they know about you. Have you 
considered interviewing a company before they interview you for a 
position! {Remember the soul never dies & the 2nd heaven rules earth 
through its human agents}. Its like shaddow governence or co-
governence, but with a hidden twist of tracking bloodlines across 
generations.. 

Never misinterpret what we teach, as many do not understand why they
themselves have patterns & cycles. {Levels of SRA in the workplace 
& education etc} Meaning boss’s or leadership, people that are difficult
to get along with wont understand why they are mean to a specific 
person. For them they are kind but for the recipient not the case. We 
teach a different level of human resources and its a very different road 
map that gets exposed as we cover the 7-Trading Rooms & other 
extened material. 

We understand systems {unseen} of our world have have been in place
for a long time. We also understand what it takes to move these 
“Mountains” out of the way {spiritual speaking} for the good of all. 
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Many of our RLS will impact you to the core of your being! Here we 
share to xpose, not to convince you but to demonstrate to you what has
happened to others and will continue to happen if members of 
bloodlines do not pay attention to the supernatural parts of their 
trichotomy. 

Humanity has been born into a system & that system is veiled. These 
systems host multple agendas across SRA groups for one purpose! and 
that purpose is to obtain & retain the human soul into captivity {false 
over-ruling governance} not just on earth but all the way into eternity, 
for eternities upon eternities! For the soul never dies & the spirit of 
your trichotomy is up for sale! {RLS#215 national archieves inside 
Trading Room 6, you will find logic why patterns happen & are hard 
to break, they are veiled inside layers of industry & governance 
deception hidden within the matix of the industrial complex.}

Inside this event we will present a selection of out-sourced teaching, 
their findings & give examples that offer a wide birth of information. 
Everything we have presented in Trading Room 1; event 2 will form 
new foundation for you to stand on in workshop 3. In Trading Room 
2, you are learning about content that has dynamic layers of RLS to 
support with understanding that cloning is part of dementia. With other
soul territory labels way bigger than we can find words to express. 

To give you an idea when we go into Trading Room 4 you will find 
Cluster #23 a topic that is based around Programming or what we call 
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& many other therapist’s call Patterns & Cycles. This Trading Room is
all about sequencing, be it money, time, health, relationships, 
opportunities, Poverty, Wealth, business, inventions, de-railments & 
more. In Trading Room 3 we walk you through the Trading Rooms of 
Soul Tapestry, here you are prepping for some very contested topics, or
topics that you may even deny as reality or even real! You may even 
think some are real but dont effect you, theirfore they dont matter to 
you. 

Please be assured our conversations  hold truth delivered through 
meaningful evidence from a variety of RLS, that do exsist and learning
with out judgment may unveil a hidden pattern, cycle or situations 
inside your own DNA bloodline that is present or emergin in society 
right now. This will impact future generations through your trade 
agreements that you are programmed to accept the unacceptable!   

As you work through each of the 7-Trading Rooms you will gather 
deeper knowing inside your trichotomy! Its important to us that you be
more than sensative to this content at this level because of the 
revelation moments that came out of this deep bondage. We have a 
small amount of Coach’s Revelation already listed from previous 
events. Our Coach’s have worked from their own life situations through
this content, they understand the landscape you are facing very well & 
they too had to learn new terminology or languages between world’s 
from our glossary. 
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Some coach’s found that certain family members have been 
programmed & now doing the untying of the bondages exposed 
through the illness & through this process, they are finding the hidden 
satanic heritage remotely known but, mostly unknown. {Notice the 
word remotely.} Many unknowingly some knowingly have been 
installed by past generational people who held certain belief systems 
hidden inside their religious choices in ideologies. Some topic were so 
hidden inside the soul of that person that this suffering was 
incomprchensible to rationalise into the physical. 

Here you are going to learn that soul trauma is chained through the 
trichotomy, potentialy by the 15-aspects we demonstrated & is refered 
to in Glossary of Trading Room 1. It is these aspects that we focus on 
in this event, to help you learn the way forward in helping those in 
your own bloodlines & across those in your area of influence. Across 
communities & nations helping people to step into freedom. 

Two different family stories will shock you of how family members 
were bound into a matrix that was beyound there actions and 
understanding. It was only through those that have been woven into 
such matters & their willingness to let us walk through the trauma to 
get an understanding to share with others. One being myself & the 
other that I mentioned above regarding an 85-year old women who 
followed astrology most of her life.  
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For this event we are pre warning you, when somethings feel not 
relative to you thats ok, just sit back and let those that are in the midst
of unveiling of such matters have your support not your judgment. 
These are truly massive moments of generational breakthrough, offering
a time of unique restoration. 

Be a witness to historical events in peoples lives, walk with them not 
against them and all will be fine, all will be revealed and all will go 
well. Each topic is extremely real and very relevant to where we are in
history right now. Your life may not look like you need today, but you
can guarantee where our world is heading you will need to know this 
for future events. 

Knowing the end game helps, but not everyone is ready to know that 
level of information. So be kind, be nice and we will cover your mind.
Be brave, be beautiful to those in attendance and all will be well. 

Welcome to Workshop 2 

 Founder Karyn Cooksley 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.
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Glossary | Trading Rooms Event #2 | Life’s Trading Den’s  

published April 2023   

Oppression through beliefs | We walk through the 3-Chair’s again by 
addressing religion influences that we experienced through establishing 
conversation held inside many of our intial case profiling or how we 
established many Real Life Stories. 

One would be RLS #9 the exorcism case which we dive into, inside 
the 8am-Rollercoaster session. This is a lengthy story so be awake! 
This sets the foundations to our experience inside some religious 
envoirment , where people have handlers in the spirit-world, so hold 
that understanding as we open up the airwaves for some myth 
smashing content & demonsatrations. 

Is this relevant | Here we say understanding the religious aspect of 
others & industry is key to breakthrough, a question that comes up 
alot! Do you consider Yoga as a religion? Or is it how the symbols 
through the posture & poses made, that can be used as a  phyisical 
anchor into the deity & rulers of the unseen realms? 

Is this relevant | Are banking & money systems & head controllers are 
they of high level satanic religion that rolls out Akashic Records & 
ledgers across past generations trades therefore BLOCKING by intent, 
future generations? 

Is this relevant | Have you considered that people who head up 
educatsion systems have their own religion but never openly 
demonstrate what that looks like in truth. And do these actions hold 
eternity means & consequences that many do not understand because 
this style of thinking is never considered relevant? 
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Is this relevant | Early deaths & accidents are they preventable? If yes,
why are they called early deaths & accidents? Why are they accepted?

Is this relevant | what does Idolatry look like & is it in your life? 

Revealing levels & dimensions of what religions | look like in the 
spirit-world are critical to understand when dealing with many 
bloodline bondages woven into religous situations due to the nature of 
the “BEAST”. This is why we need to cover some RLS around 
religion, because of what the 3-Chair’s results delivers.  

Altars | I remember when one of the first altar topics came up and I 
named it “blanket Stich” It was literally a wollen blanket from the 
1950 with the needle stiching around the edge. You may ask so what 
does that have to do with religion.

Well you could start with orphanages & sex trafficking origin or 
networks! You could also add in topics like incest, woven into the 
bloodline from previous generation, knowngly or unknowingly. Again 
you could say.so what, & we would say, ledgers & records bind life 
patterns & cycle. In your generation, incest may not be the issue, it 
may be rape & porn addictions. 

Religious realms hold a massive veil over families & its those veils we
expose & heal, by an understanding that you will be brought into 
through workshop conversations. Building & confirming new resources 
from one event to the next, with each of our 5-levels of workshops, 
drawing both out un-wanted traits while teaching you through 
meaningful evidence topics that are dismissed as irrelevant to humanity.
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Here I am trying to express to you how detailed & abstract this work 
can be. To widen the lens, symbols play a big role in this work, you 
will start to formulate a glossary for your self of things that will now 
scream at you before you engage. Not fear but faith by knowing!

{Spirits linked to any human are the true perpetrators & they love to  
keep trophies} My ancestors had placed me on a religious altar. Know 
that most will in “parts” this open doorway unknowingly.

By experience & RLS we address from the spirit or the unseen realms 
how religion casts its own witchcraft spell over a person who walks in 
a “Faith Relatiosnhip”. Here we expose the intent of a religious spirit 
walking or working inside a person or people group. We address this 
topic because many familiar spirits are assigned to bloodlines across 
generations. Meaning the spirit-world knows a bloodline better than the
many in the bloodline.   

Religious Spirits Running People | I have been accosted by religious 
people inside the church & also inside the New Age movment in many
different dimentions of practisitioners. Receiving in many cases vicious 
tongue lashings that actually binds the person spouting out attacks 
through offense, more than the recieving end. These people generally 
have no idea they are being contolled & that is the truth. To learn who
is behind the religious spirit is a trail of assesments of what we share 
and by workshop 5 you will be able to make your mind up yourself. 
Religious spirit is not a stand-alone but a group of entities, that get 
establsihed through idolatry. 
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You can take this topic & start to understand Sacred Family Mountains
& Altars; here we will demonstrate why you should never never judge,
& yes thats a hard one in the moment, but again never judge because 
once you learn what judgment is like in the spirit-world you will never
have road rage again & other outburst’s again ! [Reference Justification
Mountain} Everything possible will be applied through the hell’s court 
of law, meaning Akashic Recoreds are opened & your Books of 
Rememberance get closed & why is this important to breakthrough? 

You will never judge another! | Does that mean I’m without Judgment,
nope but I am more than conscious of the impact it will make on my 
future & other generations, I don’t play with my own self appointed 
gavel! 

Behind religion is a deeply embedded old & I mean very old DNA 
witchcraft groups, that manipulate people {human agents} through the 
unseen aspects of open gateways & doorways. Know thy enemy! over 
life & know your power to erase that enemy; is a powerful tool!   

Again books ledgers & records | So, being of a person who has dealt 
with religious attacks, why do I go to church? & Why do I present 
this work in our private events? The why, is because religion will 
claim more territory in this world in the next decade than it has ever 
claimed in the history of mankind. 

If people do not see what is right infront of them in our world today, 
then whats ahead will not give time or space for the depth that these 
conversations need to take place at each event. If you don’t start to 
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build a base line of spiritual warfare then the reality of your eternity 
will be  filled with more a suffering than I want to even imagine.
{Reference the corsways, realms & dimenstions of hell}  

The key is to be relaxed, open to step into this understanding. No 
matter your current level we are greatful that you are ready to grow 
your spirit-man that you walk around in everyday. We know from our 
own experiences that you are going to be slammed in your trichotomy 
in many of our events. To which part we can’t tell you, but to be frank
we welcome those who do attend, because many of our demonstrations
will shock you while also being extremly valuable to you & your 
bloodline.

MCRA {Workshop #1 Glossary}  | We do more than just deliver into 
your consciousness, we break open & expose foolishness by breaking 
into higher levels of “wise” consciousness. Then we can go deeper to 
change the blind parts of concisousness. Dealing with the parts that 
have been sold to {MCRA} Media Corporate Ritual Abuse. Count 
yourself awakened to Gods Dimensions not “the universe” but God 
himself through relationship. 

Programming Links | I thank the media for doing such a great job 
setting a new style of media foundation that came out in 2020. Why 
because you can see cloning front and center in each presenter.  
Programming at its apex, undeniable and you have all been party to it 
for the sole purpose of claiming more soul territory 
{mind,will,emotions} to ultimately embeding more coding.  
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One key is to not stop at what immediately effects your daily life but 
now look into how MCRA is managed internationaly cross co-
governence, across hidden government portfolios, hidden occult 
organisations, coporations & linked through satanic symbols.  When 
you know this you can move & start to open up the media corporate 
ritual abuse from inside entertainment to education, to medical, science,
to religions & more, {occult practicies hidden in plain isight} to 
international web of corporations, the UN-agendas, OWO Forums etc... 

These all hold at different levels of witchcraft trades & are established 
upon satanic elite altars {found inside the dimensions of other 
kingdoms.} They hold auhtority because of ownership over your 
unknown DNA altars that are errected in the spiritual realms & 
kingdoms. Under co-governence & managed by past ancestors through 
blooodline bondage, across a variety of open “soul” doorways. Existing
because of unknow or in some cases known un-fulfilled agreement, 
some through guilt being a contributor. {RLS# 112}

The matrix of ethnic bloodline groups are my {Karyn} personal 
experence of bondage across generations and are backed with RLS 
from other individuals. Please know this is not a witch hunt but more 
un-veiling the hidden witch hunt against bloodline markers in the spirit-
world that have existed from ancient of times. {Remeber the soul never
dies and not all are in heaven} Here we work through the Ministry of 
Reconciliation, but more in class around this topic.
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To loop back on the why? All of this relates to a RLS shared. 
Remember when I talked about sex trafficking in this introduction. 
Here I will say in one case I was volunteering to assit with, when I 
saw an expensive bottles of RED WINE being sold for alot of money! 
by a company in a north east state of the USA. They only sold one 
bottle at a time. 

Now how do you think that product relates to trafficking & satanic 
worshipping, programming, cloning, altars & genetics? And why did I 
see in the spiritual realms “red wine” & not white? What made this 
RED Wine so valuable? & only avalable for elite dinner parties & 
masquerade events? {You will learn how this links into Venetian 
Masks} 

{Again established through meaningful evidence.}. Not all is what you 
think and not all is always hidden, but much is being exposed and so 
much more to come will be exposed}. {RLS#120}

DIY Research | Boundries are Veiled & Hidden 

 Symbols – look at logos and research to be informed 

 Signs – look at the provailing economic climate what are they not 
saying or what are they saying to distract you.

 Spiritual Food – Soul Travellers are not just evil witchcraft they are 
people in high place. {In the workshop someone asked me about the
RLS of a in-mate in jail & how he did business and never got 
caught travelling} 
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 Spiritual Rings – Marriage in the spirit can happen to anyone at any
time. {Ever had a strange sensation of an aching finger for no 
reason}  

 Dreams – Demons can feed you, marry you, & completely paralyze 
you for their own pleasure.

 Visions – Open vison of Jewish people, a vax, two tier society 
warning. RLS #159 to ask about

 Encounters – Whats the difference from an encounter to a vision or 
a dream – Ask about angelic deputising 

 Night Terror – Children spiritual attacks & their attackers RLS #76

 Addictions – you may like to know how this is in eternity for any 
addiction topic, this will shake anyone out of their issue quick 
smart! RLS #10  6   RLS #107 linked to RLS #1

Idolatry 

 From A-Z 

 From Cultural to Ignorance

 From Art to Artifacts 

 From Sports to Movie Stars 

 From Cars to Mountains in the spirit 

 RLS #155   the difference between Occult, New Age, Religion & 
Faith, what adds to issues & what subtracts issues.
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RLS | Property | People | Business | Families  

 Never practiced witchcraft in this generation but curses have 
landed How & why?

 RLS # 40   | A posssed commercial building 

 RLS # 38   | Garden Art Installed cursing relationships while 
also anchoring a nations Masonic Stronghold {Unknowingly by
owners} Including past & present owenrship of that land.

 RLS # 33   | Ignorance brought in ancient gods

 RLS # 14   | dumped money curses a bloodline 

 RLS #115   | The construction of a Catholic Church Curses a 
Family 

 RLS #109   | Maori Tribe Holding Land in the spirit-world 
blocking the cultervation or sale of the land in the physical & 
blocking unsolved murder cases.

Curses land & stay until they are fulfilled or resolved spiritually 
through physical actions & intent. {Books & Ledger play a big part of 
this} They are also known to jump the geneline across unfulfilleld 
agreements, across generations or until they are null, void & evicted, 
destroyed, burnt &/or crushed by the one that has the authority to do 
so. {Note thats not me & my team but we do put you infront of the 
one that does}.
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Human Agents also called “Occult Priest Class of People” 

 RLS #123   | 42nd Street Occult New York City “All Nations”

 Principality that runs nations of the world                   

 Do Occult Priest exsist in our world today?

 Are they in or connected to your community?

 Are they inside your local or national goverment?

 Does it creep into manufacturing of everyday items? 

 Food

 Beverages

 Cleaning products

 Medician or Medication

 Hospital Care

 Elderly Care 

A Sea of Glass Moment 

Where is the sea of Glass?

What does it represent?

Can it heal? 

Who can visit it?

How do you visit it?
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RLS | demi-gods & godesses 

 Ancient mythology titles roles are they active in the spirit world 

Yes or No!

Answer is Yes

 Do they interact through human agents 

Yes or No!

Answer Yes

 In the movie the matrix are the green letters & number living 

Yes or No?

Answer is Yes 

Inside level 3 we are on a bloodline walk that will shock you in 
regards to how our daily lives are hidden inside our DNA manipulated 
matrix through governance education, media & more. 

Learning New Terminology 

 Family links to issues across Bloodlines 

 Sacred Mountains fit into past trades of ancestors & are depictted
in life through how people’s issues seem to be so hard to over 
come”.

 Family Altars | Initial List of 40 Common titles we have 
expieirenced will be a handout.
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Mediumship verses Ministry of Reconciliation 

    • LHS | RLS from Murders, Thieves & Liers, Veterans & more ...

    • LHS | Meeting who & where?  

    • LHS | Is this about cold cases?

These two topics will come up all over the place, to understand in one 
or two workshop is not possible. Becauase each bloodline’s soul 
tapestries are held across the cosmoss in realms. But its not until you 
are inside the dimenations of each specific realm that evidence of 
bondage can be more accuratly revealed. 

r.e.d.x. 

Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.
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